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Bacteria produce protein polymers on their surface called pili or fimbriae that serve either as attachment
devices or as conduits for secreted substrates. This review will focus on the chaperone–usher pathway of
pilus biogenesis, a widespread assembly line for pilus production at the surface of Gram-negative bacteria
and the archetypical protein-polymerizing nanomachine. Comparison with other nanomachines polymerizing
other types of biological units, such as nucleotides during DNA replication, provides some unifying principles
as to how multidomain proteins assemble biological polymers.
© 2017 The Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
(http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).Introduction
Pili (or fimbriae) are widespread protein polymers
that form organelles at the surface of Gram-negative
and -positive bacteria and archaea. In Gram-negative
bacteria, depending on their assembly mechanisms,
they can be categorized into five different classes:
(i) chaperone–usher (CU) pili, (ii) curli, (iii) type IV pili,
(iv) type V pili, and (v) type IV secretion pili [1]. Pili of
the first four classes are mostly used for adhesion,
host recognition, and/or biofilm formation, while pili of
the fifth classmay be used as a conduit for secretion of
effector proteins or single-stranded DNAs [2–5]. All
five categories have defined structures and defined
mechanisms of assemblies mediated by distinct and
sometimes extremely elaborated pilus biogenesis
mechanisms: the machineries responsible for pro-
ducing type IV pili and type IV secretion pili are very
large, composed of tens of components assembling
in various stoichiometries to form multimegadalton
complexes in size embedded in both the inner and
outer membranes [1,6,7]; those producing CU pili
and curli are much simpler both in composition and
size and are located at the outermembrane [8–11]. As
a consequence of their location, while the double-
membrane-embedded nanomachines are able to
use ATP from the cytoplasm, the outer-membrane-Author. Published by Elsevier Ltd. This
rg/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).embedded systems cannot, as there is no ATP in the
periplasm, the compartment between the inner and
outermembranes. Thus, these systemsmust energize
the assembly process in different ways.
Investigations of pilus-producing machineries have
provided mechanistic details, but none has yet yielded
asmuch information as those that have focused on the
CU pathway of pilus biogenesis. This is because this
system has proved more amenable than most to
structural, biochemical, and biophysical characteriza-
tion. In this review, I describe how successive
breakthroughs have led to detailed mechanistic in-
sights on this relatively simple molecular machine
capable of polymerizing protein subunits and secreting
the resulting polymer.
Type P and 1 Pili
Type P and 1 pili have served as model systems for
CU pili. These filaments are elaborated by strains of
Escherichia coliable to infect the urinary tract of higher
eukaryotic hosts including humans. They play impor-
tant roles in the process of infecting the host bladder
and kidney by mediating attachment of the bacterium
to these organs' epithelia [12–14].
P pili are elaborated from six types of subunits
encoded by the pap cluster in E. coli. In a P pilus,is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND license
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2655Review: A Polymerisation Nanomachine for Pilus Biogenesisthese subunits appear in a defined order, starting
at the tip with the PapG subunit, a protein termed
“adhesin”, which binds Galα-1,4-Galβ receptors
lining the kidney epithelium, followed successively
by one copy of the PapF subunit, 5–10 copies of
the PapE subunit, 1 copy of the PapK subunit, circa
1000 copies of the PapA subunit, and finally 1 copy
of PapH at the pilus base. PapG to PapK forms a
rather short, flexible part termed “the tip fibrillum”,
while the numerous PapA subunits form a helically
wound polymer of 3.3 subunits per turn, termed a
“rod” and forming most of the 2-μm pilus [3,15–19]
(Fig. 1). A type 1 pilus is composed of four subunits
encoded by the fim cluster in E. coli. Its tip fibrillum is
shorter than that of P pili, being composed of one
copy each of only three subunits, the adhesin FimH
at the tip, followed by the FimG subunit, and the
FimF subunit. Its rod is similar to that of P pili,
containing circa 1000 subunits of FimA, also helically
wound with a similar number of subunits per turnFig. 1. Schematic diagram of P and type 1 pili. A schematic
usher domains in each system are labeled and color-coded di
the review. The black dot at the tip of FimH and PapG indicates
composed of six (PapG, F, E, K, A, and H) and four (FimH, G
defined order. Each subunit traverses the inner membrane usin
received by the periplasmic chaperone PapD or FimC for P an
folding by donating one of its own strands to the C-termina
chaperone–subunit complexes. These complexes are then fer
composed of five domains, NTD, plug, pore, CTD1, and C
catalyzing the substitution of the chaperone strand by the N-te
(Ntes are indicated here in short thick dashes).[3,15,16] (Fig. 1). FimH binds D-mannosylated recep-
tors, such as uroplakins, found on the surface of the
bladder epithelium [20,21]. Thus, while P pili are
thought to mediate the attachment of uropathogenic
E. coli to the kidney to cause pyelonephritis, type 1
pili mediate the attachment of bacteria to the bladder
to cause cystitis.
All pilus subunits, except the tip adhesins, fold into
a single domain termed “pilin” domain that serves as
“lego” block for assembly [22,23]. The tip adhesins are
the exception as they are composed of two domains,
an N-terminal “adhesin” domain, which mediates
receptor interaction, and a C-terminal pilin domain
that is used as lego block for assembly [23,24]. While
adhesins usually exhibit unremarkable lectin folds,
pilin domains have a singular structure consisting
of a C-terminally truncated Ig fold: regular Ig folds
include seven strands, A to G, folding into a common
β-sandwich; however, pilus subunits lack strand G
[22,23] (Fig. 2).diagram of a type 1 and a P pilus is shown. Subunits and
fferently. This color-coding is used consistently throughout
the receptor-binding site. P and type 1 pili are archetypal pili
, F, and A) known subunits, respectively, assembling in a
g the SecYEG translocon, at the exit of which the subunit is
d type 1 pili, respectively. The chaperone assists in subunit
lly truncated Ig fold of the subunit to form stable binary
ried for assembly to the usher, an outer membrane protein
TD2. The usher orchestrates subunit polymerization by
rminal sequence (or Nte) of the subunit next in assembly
???
???
Fig. 2. Donor-strand complementation
(DSC) and donor-strand exchange (DSE).
In both panels, a topology diagram is
shown at the left, while the structure is
shown at the right. In the topology diagram,
β-stands are shown as arrows and are
labeled. In the structure, the subunit is
shown in surface representation, while the
(a) chaperone or (b) subunit providing
the complementing strand are shown in
cartoon representation. (a) DSC. CU chap-
erones stabilize CU pilus subunit via DSC.
Pilus subunits (in blue) are Ig-folded pro-
teins lacking strand G, the Ig fold's C-
terminal strand. The chaperone (in yellow)
assists in folding the subunit and stabilizes
it by providing in trans one of its own strand,
strand G1. Here, the PapD–PapK complex
is shown (PDB entry code 1PDK). Also
shown in a red circle is the locationof theP5
pocket where the P5 residue of the next
subunit's Nte inserts to initiate DSE.
(b) DSE. During DSE, strand G1 of the
chaperone is replaced by the Nte of the
subunit next in assembly. DSE proceeds
via a zip-in-zip-out mechanism starting
with the insertion of the P5 residue of the
subunit's Nte next in assembly into the P5
pocket of the subunit. Here, the complex of
PapE (in light magenta) bound to the Nte of
PapK (in blue) is shown (PDB entry code
1N12).
2656 Review: A Polymerisation Nanomachine for Pilus BiogenesisChaperone-Assisted Folding of Pilus
Subunits—Donor-Strand
Complementation
Because they lack a strand at their C terminus,
pilus subunits cannot fold by themselves and thus
require a chaperone that not only assists in folding
but also provides in trans the secondary structure
missing in pilus subunits [25,26] (Fig. 2).
The chaperones PapD and FimC operate in the
assembly of P and type 1 pili, respectively. These
chaperones have very similar structure, displaying
two consecutive Ig-folded domains, termed “domain
1” and “domain 2”, which make a 45° angle relative to
one another, lending to the protein the shape of a
boomerang [27]. Both PapD and FimC are able to
catalyze subunit folding in vitro in a mechanism that
still remains to be characterized fully but that is
thought to be seeded by the interactions of the
subunit's terminal carboxylate with two basic residues
at the angle between the two handles/domains of theboomerang-shaped chaperone and also possibly by
the zippering of the subunit's C-terminal strand, strand
F, along the G strand of the chaperone's domain 1
(termed the “G1 strand”) [25,26,28].
The importance of the chaperone's G1 strand in
stabilizing the subunit was revealed by structures of
the first chaperone‐subunit complexes ever deter-
mined, PapD–PapK and FimC–FimH [22,23] (Fig. 2).
Because of the lack of a C-terminal strand, a distinctly
deep groove is observed at the surface of the subunit,
where the C-terminal strand should be. This groove is
hydrophobic, as the hydrophobic core of the protein is
exposed due to the missing strand. This groove can
be subdivided into five sites/pockets termed “P1 to P5
pockets”. In both complexes, the G1 strand of the
chaperonewas found inserted between strands F and
A2 of the Ig-folded subunit, filling the subunit's groove.
More specifically, four primarily hydrophobic and
alternating, residues, termed “P1 to P4 residues”, in
the chaperone's G1 strand interact with the subunit
groove's P1 to P4 pockets, leaving the P5 pocket free
(Fig. 2). Thus, the chaperone folds and stabilizes
2657Review: A Polymerisation Nanomachine for Pilus Biogenesissubunits by donating in trans one of its own strands,
G1, thereby providing the subunits with its full
complement of strands. However, the subunit's Ig
fold reconstituted by the donation of the chaperone's
strand is non-canonical, as the donated strand runs
parallel to strandF, not antiparallel as strandGwould in
a canonical Ig fold. This unusual topological arrange-
ment of secondary structures maintains subunits in a
metastable state, a state that “primes” subunit for
reaction with other subunits during polymerization (see
below).
In vivo, chaperone-assisted folding of pilus subunits
occurs in the periplasm, the space between the inner
and outer membranes of Gram-negative bacteria.
Pilus subunits contain N-terminal signal sequences
that target them to theSecYEG translocon for transport
through the innermembrane.When emerging from the
translocon on the periplasmic side, pilus subunits
interact with their cognate chaperone, presumably
initiating folding and complex formation in a mecha-
nism similar to that described in vitro (see above). This
would require PapD or FimC to be pre-positioned
favorably to receive the subunit's terminal carboxylate
and operate F strand zippering along the chaperone's
G1 strand as the subunit emerges from the SecYEG
translocation gate. Unfortunately, the positioning of
PapD or FimC onto the periplasm-facing surfaces of
SecYEG is not known, and thus, it is unclear how
folding in vivo might occur.Polymerization of Pilus Subunits—
Donor-Strand Exchange
The chaperone is never part of the pilus, and thus,
at some point during pilus biogenesis, the chaperone
must dissociate and its G1 strand must be replaced
by a structural element from the subunit next in
assembly. Sequence conservation was observed in
the N-terminal sequences of pilus subunits, and
truncations of these sequences were shown to
abrogate polymerisaton of subunits in vitro, suggesting
that the N terminus of each subunit plays a role in
polymerization [29].
Each subunit indeed contains a 10- to 20-residue
sequence at its N terminus, termed “N-terminal
extension (Nte)”, characterized byamotif of alternating
hydrophobic residues and a strictly conserved Gly
residue [22,29]. Peptides derived from Ntes are able,
on their own, to challenge (“attack”) chaperone–
subunit complexes, trigger chaperone dissociation,
and form a complex with the challenged subunit
[30,31]. Structures of such complexes revealed that
the attacking Nte peptide has replaced the chaperone
G1 strand in the groove of the challenged subunit
[30–32] (Fig. 2). The peptide fills in the groove with at
least four (as in the case of PapE, for example) or
sometimes all five (as in the case of PapA) groove's
pockets interacting with the Nte's alternating hydro-phobic motif residues, which we termed “P1 to P5
residues”, as they occupy either theP2 toP5 (PapE) or
P1 to P5 (PapA) pockets of the groove in which they
insert. Importantly, the Nte peptide runs antiparallel
to strand F of the challenged subunit, thereby
reconstituting a canonical Ig fold for the challenged
subunit. The same overall structural features were
observed when full-length subunits were observed
bound to other full-length subunits [8,9,32–34]. Thus,
during polymerization, subunits undergo a topological
transition from a non-canonical Ig-folded structure,
where the seventh strand parallel to strand F is
provided by the chaperone, to a canonical Ig-folded
structure where the seventh strand, this time antipar-
allel to strand F, is provided by the Nte of the subunit
next in assembly. This topological transition is coupled
to a structural transition from a metastable state to a
tight state, respectively, where the subunit adopts a
much tighter structure and where the topologically
canonical conformation results in one of the tightest
non-covalent interaction known in nature [30,35,36].
The process whereby the strand donated by the
chaperone is replaced by the Nte of the subunit next in
assembly is termed “donor-strand exchange (DSE)”
[30].Determinants of the DSE Reaction—
Role of the P5 Pocket
The observations that in the chaperone–subunit
complex, the P5 pocket is free while it is occupied in
the subunit–Nte complex and that a topological
transition is observed between the two complexes
with the strand donated by the chaperone running in
opposite direction to the strand donated by the
subunit next in assembly suggested a potential
zip-in-zip-out mechanism for DSE initiated by the
insertion of the attacking Nte's P5 residue within the
challenged subunit groove's P5 pocket [31]. Indeed, a
transient ternary complex between an attacking Nte
and a chaperone–subunit complex was observed by
mass spectrometry [31]. The formation of this ternary
complex is crucially dependent on the Nte's P5
residue. Thus, DSE starts with the insertion of the
attacking Nte's P5 residue into the challenged subunit
groove'sP5pocket, thereby positioning theNte ideally
for invasion of the groove and progressive replace-
ment of the chaperone strand within it [37]. This
mechanism for DSE was termed “zip-in-zip-out” to
illustrate the fact that the zipping in of theNtewithin the
challenged subunit's groove occurs concomitantly to
the zipping out of the chaperone's G1 strand.
DSEmay occur spontaneously when a chaperone–
subunit complex is challenged by a peptide derived
from subunit's Ntes, but the rate at which the reaction
takes place varies enormously depending on the Nte
versus chaperone–subunit pair, from being very fast
when the Nte used in the reaction is that of the subunit
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challenged (such a pair is termed “cognate”) to
being extremely slow when this is not the case
(“non-cognate”) [38]. In a study exploring systemati-
cally all Nte versus chaperone–subunit pairs in the P
pilus system, it was shown, for example, that the
PapD–PapG complex undergoes fast DSE with the
Nte of PapF, but not with the Nte of any other Pap
subunit, explainingwhyPapF is next in assembly after
PapG [38]. More generally, whether in the absence of
the usher or in its presence, it has been shown that
DSE reactions are fastest between cognate pairs of
subunits [38]. Thus, a suitable steric fit between Ntes
and subunit's grooves is important in mediating
subunit ordering within the pilus. Strikingly, within
Ntes, residues at and around the P5 residue were
shown to be the main determinants of the DSE
reaction between cognate pairs: thus, specificity of
subunit–subunit ordering is not onlymediated by Nte–
groove interaction but also more importantly driven
kinetically by the initial P5 pocket–P5 residue interac-
tion prior to groove invasion [39].
The crucial role that the interaction between the P5
residue and the P5 pocket plays in orchestrating
DSE was put into sharp focus by the observation that
the termination subunit PapH is the only Pap subunit
that does not have a P5 pocket. CU pilus length is
not strictly fixed; rather, it is characterized by a sharp
Gaussian distribution around a mean of about 2 μm.
This mean value is shifted toward shorter lengths
when PapH is overexpressed; conversely pili are very
long and detached when the papH gene is knocked
out. Thus, pilus biogenesis termination is dictated by
the incorporation of PapH in a stochastic manner
dependent on PapH concentration: the higher the
PapH subunit concentration is within the periplasm,
the shorter the mean length of pili per bacteria.
Remarkably, PapD–PapH complexes are remarkably
stable, being the only chaperone–subunit complexes
in the Pap system that cannot be disrupted by any Nte
sequences or any other peptides [40]. This remark-
able inability of PapH to undergo DSE is uniquely due
to a lack of P5 pocket; thus, no Nte can interact with
PapH to form the transient ternary complex state
necessary to initiate PapH groove invasion [40]. No
termination subunit has yet been identified in the type
1 pilus system, and thus, it is still unclear how pilus
biogenesis in this system might occur.The Usher—A Catalyst of DSE
The usher is a large outer membrane protein that
orchestrates the polymerization and secretion of the
pilus in vivo [41,42]. Polymerization of pilus subunits
can occur in the absence of the usher, but reaction
rates are slow, in the order of hours, and, in the case of
PapA, leads to the formation of rods, which, compared
to the rods produced in vivo, may be 10 times shorter[33,38]. The usher greatly increases the rate at which
pili are produced, in the order of a few minutes, and
thus can be considered a catalyst of the DSE reaction
[43,44].
To carry out its function, the usher must be able to
recruit chaperone–subunit complexes, execute the
DSE reaction between subunits, and secrete the
nascent pilus through its pore. Fortunately, thanks to
the rewarding willingness of the usher to yield to the
best efforts of structural biologists and biochemists,
most aspects of its mechanistic underpinnings have
been elucidated.
The usher consists of five domains, each endowed
with a specific role in usher function (Fig. 3). The first
125 residues form an N-terminal domain (NTD)
responsible for chaperone–subunit complex recruit-
ment. It is followed by ~500 residues forming a
24-stranded β-barrel pore, the sequence of which is
interrupted by a 90-residue plug domain that obstructs
the β-barrel pore in the resting state of the usher,
thereby sealing the pore when the usher is not
engaged. Finally, there are two C-terminal domains,
CTD1andCTD2,which forma secondary chaperone–
subunit binding platform [8].
The usher NTD is the primary binding site for
chaperone–subunit complexes. This is where these
complexes are recruited first. Chaperone–subunit
complexes have various affinities for the usher NTD,
with the chaperone–adhesin complex (the subunit at
the tip of the pilus) exhibiting the highest affinity
among all complexes, explaining in part why the
chaperone–adhesin complex is recruited first and
therefore its position at the tip of the pilus [45–49].
However, affinities between usher NTD and all other
chaperone–subunit complexes do not correlate with
their order of assembly; order of assembly correlates
much better with the DSE kinetics of cognate/non-
cognateNte–subunit pairs (seeabove).Overall, except
for the chaperone–adhesin complex, affinities for the
usher NTD are rather weak in the order of 10–20 μM.
As in all attempts to rationalizemolecular interactions, it
is difficult to model accurately how affinity relates to
binding site occupancy without a knowledge of
concentration; however, given the confined environ-
ment of the periplasmic compartment, it is expected
that the local concentration of chaperone–subunit
complexes around the usher may be high, and thus,
in spite of apparently lowaffinities, the usherNTDmight
be reasonably highly occupied. Interestingly, the plug
domain, which in the engaged state of the usher
locates next to the NTD, appears to also play a role in
the binding of chaperone–subunit complexes, extend-
ing the binding surface area of the NTD [49].
The translocation domain forms a pore through
which the nascent pilus passes. This was demonstrat-
ed by the structure of the FimD usher (the usher for the
type 1 pilus system) bound to its cognate chaperone–
adhesin complex, FimC:FimH,where the lectin domain
of the FimH subunit is observed inside the FimD pore
Fig. 3. Subunit incorporation cycle by the FimD usher. Color-coding of chaperone–subunit complexes and domain
ushers is as in Fig. 1. (a) The cycle of subunit incorporation starts with the formation of the FimD–FimC–FimH complex
(PDB entry core 3RFZ). In this crystal structure, FimC:FimH is bound to the chaperone–subunit complex binding site
formed by the usher CTDs. (b) The usher NTD is available for binding. In the first step of the cycle (step 1), the next
chaperone–subunit (FimC–FimG) in assembly is recruited in the usher NTD [this structure is a hypothetical model that was
obtained by superposing 3RFZ (crystal structure of full-length FimD:FimC:FimH) and 3BWU (crystal structure of the FimD
NTD bound to a chaperone–subunit complex)]. In this complex, the P5 residue of the FimG Nte locates above the P5
pocket of FimH, in an ideal configuration for the DSE zip-in-zip-out process between the two subunits to proceed (step 2).
(c) During this process, the chaperone bound to FimH and the CTDs dissociates, resulting in the chaperone–subunit
binding site formed by the CTDs being vacated [this structure is a hypothetical model that was obtained by using the
structure shown in panel (b) and by modeling the Nte of FimG bound to the groove of FImH as in the crystal structure of the
FimD–FimC–FimH–FImG–FImF complex (PDB entry code 4J30)]. (d) In the last step of the subunit incorporation cycle
(step 3), FimC–FimG transfers to the CTDs (this structure is a hypothetical model that is, however, virtually identical to the
crystal structure of full-length FimD–FimC–FimH or FimD–FimC–FimH–FimG–FimF, except that only two subunits are
shown here, FimH and FimG). This transfer consists of a rotation of about 110° and a translation of about 50 Å, resulting
in the translocation of the nascent pilus within the pore and in the usher NTD free to bind the next subunit in assembly
(step 1). The crystal structure of the FimD:FimC:FimH:FimG:FimF is shown in panel (e).
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by the plug domain, but in a process still poorly
understood, the plug can disengage and swing out
to let FimH through [50]. Only recruitment of the
chaperone–adhesin complex can trigger this process
of usher activation; no other chaperone–subunit
complex can [42,43,51]. A plausible mechanism of
usher activation is suggested by two observations:
(i) electrophysiological recording of current passing
through ushers embedded in artificial bilayers exhibits
very rapid bursts of current, indicating that the plugmay
intermittently and very rapidly swingout [52]; and (ii) the
“swing out” state of the plug appears to be stabilized
by interactions with chaperone–subunit complexes [8].
Thus, binding of the chaperone–adhesin complex to
the usher NTD may form a preinitiation complex
whereby the adhesin complex “lurks” in wait for the
plug to come out and then engages its lectin domain
inside the pore once the plug is out. The “out” state of
the plugwould be stabilized by the chaperone–adhesin
complex itself, therefore providing a window of
opportunity for the adhesin to engage the pore.
Alternatively, binding of the chaperone–adhesin com-
plex may trigger a conformational change in the poreitself, leading to the expulsion of the plug. It is, however,
unclear how this might happen, and thus, at this
moment in time, spurious opening event as seen in
the current recording experiment appears the most
plausible mechanism.
In the complex of the FimD usher bound to the
chaperone-adhesin complex FimC:FimH (Fig. 3),
the chaperone–adhesin complex is observed bound
to the CTDs. Thus, after recruitment to the NTD and
once engaged in the pore through its adhesin
domain, the chaperone–adhesin complex transfers
to the CTDs. Mechanistically, there are two pieces of
evidence that might provide a basis on which this
transfer mechanismmight be understood. Firstly, the
FimD CTDs provide a high-affinity substrate binding
site [70] with the usher CTD2 alone able to compete
off chaperone–subunit complexes bound to the NTD
[49]. These experiments were carried out in solution
with purified proteins, and thus, it is envisageable
that this competitive binding reaction would be even
more favored (due to increased local concentration)
when the NTD and CTDs are within proximity in the
full-length usher at the membrane. Secondly, a
computational study examining the interactions that
2660 Review: A Polymerisation Nanomachine for Pilus Biogenesissubunits make within the usher pore has revealed a
helical free-energy pathway within the usher pore [9].
This helical pathway would impose a rotation of
about 2–2.5° per Å translation, which, over the length
of the pore (about 50 Å), would result in the ~110°
rotation of the subunit engaged within it. Thus, while
the pilus is being extruded from the usher pore, it
would undergo a rotation, the extent of which is
exactly what would be necessary to bring the
chaperone–subunit complex at the base of the
nascent pilus from the NTD to the CTDs.A Model for the Subunit Incorporation
Cycle by the Usher
Most machines involved in polymerization of
biological units incorporate functional units through
incorporation cycles one unit at a time. All require an
initiation step, a multitude of elongation steps and a
termination step. All cycle through conformational
changes, the series of which repeat itself until a
termination signal is encountered. A particularly well-
studied example of such a nanomachine is DNA
polymerase I (DNA Pol I), responsible for template-
directed DNA replication. This enzyme cycles
through a number of conformational changes in
order to extend a primer strand by 1 nucleotide
[53,54]. This nucleotide incorporation cycle was first
described kinetically and, later on, structurally in
great details. The usher also cycles through a series
of conformational changes in order to add one
subunit to a nascent pilus, and some of the principles
established for the nucleotide incorporation cycle by
DNA Pol I enzymes also apply to the subunit
incorporation cycle by the usher.
One interesting parallel is the way both the usher
and DNA Pol I utilize different parts of their structure
for distinct purposes during the cycle. The best
structurally characterized DNA Pol I enzyme is the
Klenow fragment of Thermus aquaticus DNA Pol I,
termed “Klentaq1” [55–57]. Klentaq1 consists of two
domains, an NTD deprived of any function and a
large CTD, which contains the polymerase activity
[55]. This polymerase domain is itself subdivided into
three subdomains that play distinct roles during the
nucleotide incorporation cycle (Fig. 4). The “Thumb”
subdomain is primarily responsible for clamping the
primer–template DNA in place [56]; the “Palm”
subdomain contains the active side residues and
thus is responsible for the reaction between the 3′OH
end of the primer and the nucleoside triphosphate
(dNTP) [56]; the “Fingers” subdomain is responsible
for recruiting dNTPs and delivering them to the active
site [56,57]. In brief, there are two forms of Klentaq1
[56]. The first form is an open form where the Fingers
subdomain is in an open position and where the
dNTP-binding site is exposed, and thus, dNTP can
bind; in this open conformation, the dNTPbound to thedNTP-binding site is too far from the active site, and
therefore, the polymerization reaction cannot occur.
The second form is a closed form where the Fingers
subdomain undergoes a 46° inward rotation toward
the Palm subdomain, bringing the bound dNTP to the
active site, to form a reaction-competent complex that
leads to nucleotide addition to the primer's 3′ end.
Thus, the nucleotide incorporation cycle proceeds in
the following manner (Fig. 4). The cycle starts with the
primer–template DNA binding to the enzyme. This
binding event is accompanied by a conformational
change in the Thumb subdomain that wraps around
the DNA to clamp it in place. At this stage, the Fingers
subdomain is constantly transitioning (or flapping)
between its open and closed form (as shown by
single-molecule Fluorescence resonance energy
transfer (FRET) measurements [58]). When it is in its
open form, it is available for binding dNTP, which,
through the flapping motion, is brought to the active
site. There, the base of the incoming dNTP is
evaluated for its Watson–Crick pairing with the base
of the template DNA against which the incoming
nucleotide base aligns [59]; if the Watson–Crick
pairing is correct, the enzyme locks in the closed
form, active site residues position themselves around
the dNTP, twoMg2+ ions, watermolecules, and the 3′
OH of the primer strand, and the reaction occurs
linking the primer's 3′OHwith the 5′α-phosphate of the
dNTP. The reaction is followed by the release of the
Fingers subdomain to the open position and the
translocation of the primer–template DNA. At this
stage, a new nucleotide incorporation cycle can start.
While the initiation step for the nucleotide incor-
poration cycle is the loading of the polymerase on
the primer–template DNA and the clamping of the
thumb domain onto the DNA, that of the subunit
incorporation cycle by the usher is the loading of the
chaperone–adhesin complex (see details above).
After this, the elongation cycle in both nanomachines,
DNAPol I and the usher, strikingly, follows someof the
same principles. In the usher (Fig. 3), the first step in
the subunit, incorporation cycle is the recruitment of
the next chaperone–subunit complex in assembly
(FimG in the type 1 pilus) by the usher NTD. As
mentioned above, affinities for chaperone–subunit
other than chaperone–adhesin complexes are low,
and thus, presumably, the usher NTD might be
occupied intermittently by chaperone–subunit com-
plexes other than FimC:FimG. However, crucially,
when bound to the usher NTD, the chaperone–
subunit complex is positioned relative to the previously
assembled chaperone–subunit complex (here FimC:
FimH) in such a way that the P5 residue of its Nte
locates right above the P5 pocket of the FimH groove,
in an ideally “catalytic” configuration for DSE. As
pointed out previously, the P5 residue–P5 pocket
interaction is the primary determinant of subunit
ordering, and therefore, DSE can only proceed if
the right steric fit between the two is achieved. Thus,
Fig. 4. Nucleotide incorporation cycle by the Klentaq1 DNA Pol I enzyme. The panels zoom in on the polymerase
domain, but the vestigial 3′–5′ exonuclease domain is also partly shown in gray. The polymerase domain is color-coded by
subdomains using the following keys: the Thumb subdomain in green, the Palm subdomain in red, and the Fingers
subdomain in orange, except for the O-helix in the Fingers subdomain that is shown in light magenta. The O-helix contains
the dNTP-binding site, to which dNTPs are recruited. The primer–template (p/t) DNA is shown in yellow and cyan,
respectively, except for the templating base in the template strand that is shown in blue. The templating base is so-called
because it is the first unpaired base of the template strand. It is also the base against which the incoming nucleotide (the
one next in assembly) will align and evaluate its Watson–Crick pairing. The incoming nucleotide is shown in dark gray. The
nucleotide incorporation cycle starts with the binding of the primer–template (p/t) DNA (step 1). The apo (PDB entry code
1KTQ) and p/t-bound (PDB entry code 2KTQ) forms are shown in panels (a and b), respectively. The binding of the p/t DNA
is accompanied by a conformational change at the tip of the Thumb subdomain, resulting in the Thumb and Palm
subdomains almost completely surrounding the p/t DNA. (c) In step 2, the dNTP is recruited to the O-helix at the tip of the
Fingers subdomain [this structure is a hypothetical model that was obtained by superposing the structures of the p/t
DNA-bound and dNTP-bound forms of Klentaq1 (PDB entry core 2KTQ and structure by Li et al. [57], respectively)]. (d) In
step 3, the tip of Fingers subdomain undergoes a large conformational change resulting in the Fingers closing in onto the
Palm subdomain (PDB entry code 3KTD). The closing of the Fingers subdomain brings the dNTP not only to the active site
but also within Watson–Crick pairing with the templating base where the dNTP can be assessed. If the right dNTP is
brought in (i.e., the dNTP making the right Watson–Crick pair with the templating base), the closed form is stabilized,
leading to the reaction of the nucleotide with the 3′-OH end of the primer strand and therefore the extension of the primer by
1 nucleotide. At this stage, the cycle starts again by the binding the next dNTP in assembly (step 2).
2661Review: A Polymerisation Nanomachine for Pilus Biogenesiswhile dNTPs are constantly brought in by the Fingers
domain flapping motion and assessed for their
correctness against the template base, similarly,
chaperone–subunit complexes are brought to the
usher by binding to the usher NTD and assessed for
the correctness of their Nte's P5 residue against the
P5 pocket of the previously assembled subunit. Once
the correctness is assessed and the subunit/nucleo-
tide is deemed to be “correct”, the reaction occurs
(DSE in one case and nucleotide incorporation in the
other). DSE between FimG and FimH leads to the
release of the FimH-bound chaperone and its disso-
ciation from the CTDs, and as a result, the CTDs are
now available for binding, providing the chaperone–
subunit complex at the NTD the opportunity to transfer
to the CTDs. This step occurs as the previously
assembled subunit (FimH here) translocates through
the usher pore: this step is facilitated by the ability of
the CTDs to compete off the NTD-bound chaperone–
subunit complex and by the helical energy path within
the usher pore that imposes a rotational uplift through
the pore, the extent of which is exactly what is neededto facilitate an NTD-to-CTDs transfer. Once the
transfer has occurred, the usher NTD is free to recruit
the next chaperone–subunit complex in assembly,
and therefore, the subunit incorporation cycle re-
sumes. Similarly, just as the building blocks for the
pilus polymer (the subunits) must transfer from one
binding site to another to make possible the recruit-
ment of the next building block in assembly, the
building block for the DNA (the nucleotides) must also
undergo a transfer reaction: this happens in DNA Pol I
when the dNTP is transferred from the Fingers
subdomain to the DNA bound to the Thumb and
Palm subdomains for primer extension.Powering Pilus Biogenesis
How pilus biogenesis is powered is one of the most
interesting questions in the field. There is no ATP in
the bacterial periplasm and no electrochemical
gradient on either side of the outer membrane; thus,
2662 Review: A Polymerisation Nanomachine for Pilus Biogenesisthe most widespread stores of energy in biology are
absent and cannot be tapped into.
Translocation during the nucleotide incorporation
cycle is likely “motored” by Brownian motions. The
interactions between the primer–template DNA and
the polymerase are primarily electrostatic in nature.
Thewrapping of the protein around theDNA is thought
to create an electrostatic tunnel around the DNA
where interactions between the phosphoribose back-
bone of the DNA and charged residues on the surface
of the protein are so numerous that at any moment in
time, the DNA backbone can interact not only with the
residues it is seen to interact with in the static crystal
structures of protein–DNA complexes but also with
neighboring charged residues; dynamic exchanges
between interacting partners would have the effect of
“lubricating” the interface, allowing the DNA to
relatively freely move within the tunnel. Because the
distance between stacking bases is relatively small
(3–4 Å), Brownianmotions would be ample enough to
allow the alignment of the next template base against
the active site and therefore the pairing of the next
dNTP base against it (reviewed in Ref. [53]).
Brownian motions of the nascent pilus within the
usher pore are also thought to be important, but
because they do not impose directionality, they are
just as likely to lead to the extrusion of the pilus on the
outward-facing side of the usher pore or the inward-
facing side of the usher pore. It could be argued that
this is just as much a problem in the nucleotide
incorporation cycle; Brownian motions of the DNA
are as likely to go in the direction of polymerization
as against. However, DNA Pol I enzymes have a
particular device preventing random motions against
the direction of polymerization. Indeed, DNA Pol I
enzymes contain particular aromatic residues, for
example, Tyr 667 in Klentaq1, against which the first
unpaired base of the template (the one against which
the correctness of the dNTP will be assessed) stacks;
this interaction constrains Brownian motions in only
one direction, that of polymerization [56,60].
In usher-mediated polymerization, the presence of
such a device is unclear. It could be that a residue or a
domain (perhaps the plug) acts as a ratchet, prevent-
ing the nascent pilus from random backtracking
motions. Such ratcheting device could be coupled to
the DSE reaction that is known to be energetically
favorable [35]. However, no evidence for such a
ratchet has been provided, and no structural element
has yet been identified that could play such a role.
Perhaps more likely, random Brownian motions drive
the pilus in and out of the usher pore, but the “out”
position is locked by conformational changes in the
part of the nascent pilus emerging from the pore.
These conformational changes able to lock the pilus
in the “out” position have been particularly well
documented for FimH and for the PapA rod [9,17].
The conformations of FimH pre- and post-transport
are indeed known; while in a complex with FimC andbound to the usher CTDs (FimH is, at this stage, in a
pre-transport conformation), the two domains of FimH
are linearly aligned with respect to each other;
however, as soon as FimH has entirely emerged
from the usher, its lectin and pilin domains make a
37.5° angle, a conformational change large enough
to prevent the nascent pilus from backtracking back
into the usher pore [9]. The PapA rod structure has
been recently determined and shown to be helically
wound, consisting of 3.3 subunits per turn of the
helix. Crucially, its diameter (81 Å) is larger than the
usher pore (28 Å), and thus, once helically structured,
the rod cannot backtrack within the usher pore [17].
Thus, as the rod polymer is being formed, it locks the
nascent PapA polymer as it emerges out of the usher
pore, thereby preventing it from backtracking within
the usher pore. Thus, conformational changes and
quaternary structure formation provide the energy for
extrusion of the pilus. It is one of the major challenges
of the field to prove that this is indeed correct.Adhesion and Other Properties of the CU
Pilus
CU pili play important roles in targeting bacterial
pathogens to host tissues. Attachment of bacteria to
host tissues is mediated by specific interactions
between adhesins and receptors on the host cell
surface.
There is a great variety of binding modes that have
been observed among adhesins. To take only two
examples, the adhesin PapG presents a shallow
surface for binding of Galα-1,4 Gal receptors present
on the kidney epithelium, and this surface is on the
side of the PapG adhesin/lectin domain [24]. In
contrast, FimH presents a deep binding pocket for
D-mannosylated receptors on the surface of the
bladder epithelium, and this pocket is at the distal tip
of the FimH lectin domain [61]. In fact, the binding
properties of FimH are singular, as FimH can bind its
cognate receptor with either high or low affinity
depending on the stretching force applied to it. More
specifically, when the two domains of FimH are
stretched, the mannose-binding pocket at the distal
end of the lectin domain clamps shut—a mechanism
likened to a “finger trap” toy [34,62,63]. In the
absence of a stretching force, the linker between the
two domains relaxes, and the binding affinity is low.
This is thought to represent an exquisite adaptation to
the natural conditions prevailing in the urinary tract;
indeed, urine flow episodically generates intense
shear forces, which, when a bacterium is attached to
the bladder epithelium through the FimH–mannose
interaction, stretches the pilus and therefore FimH,
resulting in increased interaction between the bacte-
rium and its host and thusmaintaining the bacterium's
foothold onto its host while the passing of urine takes
place. Another remarkable adaptation to the harsh
2663Review: A Polymerisation Nanomachine for Pilus Biogenesisenvironment of the urinary tract is the ability of the CU
pilus rod to coil and uncoil depending on shear forces.
Indeed, investigations of the CUpilus properties using
atomic force microscopy have revealed that the pilus
rod can be reversibly stretchedwhena force is applied
[64,65]. Thus, the helical stacks of the pilus rod are
able to uncoil under shear force conditions and recoil
in normal conditions. This property of the pilus rod is
also thought to provide the bacterium with a way to
resist being flushed from the urinary tract during urine
flow. The structural basis of the coiling–uncoiling
transition has recently been provided by the near-
atomic resolution cryo-electron microscopy structure
of the P pilus rod, which revealed that interactions
between helical stacks are mostly polar and weak,
while the interactions mediated by DSE (between
Ntes and grooves) are hydrophobic, extremely strong,
and topologically essential [17]. As a result, the stacks
can be disrupted easily, while the structural integrity of
the polymer remains.Conclusion
Structural, biophysical, and biochemical investiga-
tions of CU pilus biogenesis have yielded a wealth of
detailedmechanistic insights that cannowbeexploited
for practical applications. Onemajor practical outcome
of this research has been the design of inhibitors
able to block specifically a number of steps in the
process of polymerization and also adhesion. Bicyclic
2-pyridones, termed pilicides, have been developed
to disrupt interactions between chaperone–subunit
complexes and the usher NTD [66]; mannosides,
mimics of mannosylated receptors, inhibit colonization
and formation of intracellular biofilms and have proved
to be effective in a murine infection model [67]. A new
concept of pilus function disruption targets the coiling–
uncoiling of pili with the hope that interfering with this
processmight affect the foothold of the bacterium onto
host tissues [68]. The concept of designing com-
pounds targeting virulence factors is not new but has
been met with very little enthusiasm so far. Such
compounds do not kill bacteria but only attenuate their
virulence. However, in the case of urinary tract
infections, compounds inhibiting type 1 pilus function
could be particularly effective due to the singular
behavior of the pathogen; indeed, upon antibiotics
treatment, a small number of bacterium are able to
escape their effects by forming so-called “intracellular
bacterial communities”, in essence biofilm sacs, which
can lie asymptomatically for many months but can be
reawakened to trigger another round of urinary tract
infections [69]. Patients appear to be cured by the
antibiotics treatment, but in fact, some bacteria have
escaped treatment, and recurrence of the disease can
occur without new infections at any time within weeks,
months, and sometimes years. IBC formation crucially
depends on type 1 pili, and thus, inhibiting type 1 pilusbiogenesis would prevent IBC-mediated disease
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